
Dialogue with my Angel number -9                                       Thursday 27th of January 2011 

The first channeling from my guide 

I do not have for habit to express myself in writing, but something incredible has just happened. It 
is the first time that something as such happens to me. Last night, I suddenly fell asleep and started 
dreaming while I was sitting in front of my computer. In my dream, a rasta man with dreadlocks 
came to me. He was good looking and I couldn’t tell how old he was. He asked me if he could 
dictate me a letter for his friends. I accomplished his demand and found myself writing very quickly 
on numerous sheets of paper. 

When I woke up from my dream, I was still sitting in front of my chair but in front of me on the 
table were nine handwritten sheets of paper. By discovering my own handwriting I understood that 
my dream was not just a dream ! I suddenly realised that it was an automatic handwritten message 
given by an individual from “somewhere else” and that I had been his scribe. I was then eager to 
transcribe these hand written sheets of paper to share this information as it concerns the Bugarach 
area.  

Here is what it says: 

 “MESSAGE TO THE SEEKERS AND BEARERS OF TRUTH” 

I come to you with no name or tag. I am only light-energy originally from the conscience of the 
universal source. I express myself with human words through a human conscience.  

I address myself particularly to the people who have come to Aude region near the summit of the 
Arch. It is time to wake up towards your real nature of Being, emissaries of the universal source. 

It is not enough to be satisfied with believing and knowing, but you have to use the energy-
conscience that is part of you in order to achieve the purpose of your incarnation. 

All of you contain such a powerful resonance that the archons of the dark light who originally are 
deprived from any emotion, are starting to feel this new vibration installing itself on planet Earth. 
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For them it is an unknown and uncomfortable frequency that allows them to learn to feel slowly but 
surely a brand new emotion: fear. 

Fear comes from an emotional source that the Anunna archons of the dark light have not known 
until now, which means since million of years. The fear that they feel today is the sign of their own 
emotional evolution. It is by their ability to be the embodiment of cross-breed humans or by having 
human bodies that these individuals are starting to contact and feel these unknown emotions. 

You, the bearers of Truth have done a gift of your numerous lives, to enable their capacity to feel 
some of the basic emotions. It is through you that they can do this experiment. 

Before your first descent in a human body, you agreed to a kind of soul contract in order to be able 
to experiment duality during your incarnation in the material world of third density. In exchange 
you have made possible for them the experimentation of emotions. You must be clear with that as it 
is essential. 

Nevertheless, a minority between them are still fighting towards their own path of evolution. That is 
why they are trying in many ways to destroy their vector of their own modification by excluding 
everything that can flicker them from the illusion of their power. 

Reaching now in this end of cycle, planet Earth is deeply wounded by all of the hopeless actions 
generated by the Anunnas, Anunnakis and their incarnated cross-breed humans. They are 
desperately trying to maintain the frequency of Gaïa to a bearable stage for them. They are currently 
surviving in this frequency that is increasing day by day. 

I can confirm that between all of them, a few are awaking towards different aspects of these 
energies: love, compassion, respect and non-violence. This represents for them a huge step in their 
evolution process.  

Learning to get in touch with emotions that they were trying to discover in the mechanism of the 
human genome becomes a gift that you may give them today by releasing yourself from fear. It is 
nearly the end of the cycle reigned by the last Anunna archons of the dark light. 

I therefore recommend to stay attentive. Do not be overwhelmed by their final attempt of 
manipulation via the emotion of fear generated in the emotional of the human genome in order to 
reduce the vibrating frequency of planet Earth. The entropy evolution of the Anunnakis in 
opposition with the Ascension of humanity will happen in different dimensions or planets after the 
great transition. 

Some humans who are still subjected to these predators will also leave towards these transitional 
plans in order that their immature soul may evolve in different vibrating frequencies.  
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The archontic Anunna energy will end beyond 2012 above your solar system. Liberated by their 
fears and the materialistic world of illusion in which they were drowning, the new humans will 
assist the conscience of planet Earth during the great transformation. 

The mount Bugarach (summit of the Arch) has fallen into the hands of the Anunnas since thousands 
of years. Following numerous battles against their brothers and enemies: the life planners and 
guardians of the universal Truth. 

These battles are not what you can understand through your human comprehension but is rather an 
“artificial loss of balance” caused by the dark light creators. 

This energetical loss of balance has gathered many seekers of truth towards this region. In fact, this 
mountain is a technological crystalline gem in the service of the universal energy of creation. It can 
not continue to be serving the dark light. 

You, bearers of Truth are devoted to this mountain that means “Summit of the Arch” as you have 
received this call. Others will follow… Unlike the military archons’ technology, you are the 
warriors of light with no weapons. 

You have come back to the Arcadie (Arch to God). Don’t seek for the union Arch in the mountains 
like many treasure hunters do as you are already on board. You are on one of the spots of the 
creation of humanity. 

Among you all, some are incarnated evolved souls that have come back to Aude region to shock the 
fold of the Anunna energy and their henchmen. Through your specific work, you are currently 
liberating yourselves from some karmic egregores.  

To help your brothers from the dark light to free humanity from their yoke and to leave from this 
vibrating dimension that doesn’t fit to them anymore, agree to exploring your own parts of shadow 
that you have driven away deep inside yourselves during all of your different incarnations. 

It is now time to get up, free your bodies from your heavy chains that until now were hiding your 
own light. It is now time to unveil the veil on your new reality. 

In the name of my galactic brothers, I thank you. 

Handed over and transmitted by Jenaël. 
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